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A. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER 

Broderick Young, petitioner here and appellant below, asks this 

Coui-t to accept review of the Court of Appeals decision terminating 

review designated in Part B of this petition pursuant to RAP 13.3(a)(1) 

and RAP 13.4(b). 

B. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION 

Mr. Young seeks review of the Court of Appeals decision dated 

June 5, 2017, a copy of which is attached as Appendix A. 

C. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

1. The court's failure to explain the actual sentencing 

consequences of a guilty plea renders the plea invalid. Here, the coui-t 

acknowledged it never explained the lifetime sentence it would impose. 

It misleadingly discussed the standard range, to be followed by 

comniunity custody, without telling Mr. Young he would receive a life 

sentence with the possibility of parole. Did the court fail its due process 

obligation to accurately explain the sentencing consequences of a plea? 

2. Unlike inost felonies, the sentences for certain sex offenses 

require the most extreme punishment of life in prison, with the caveat 

that the person is eligible for prison after serving a certain minimum 

term. The standard plea forms and plea colloquy fundamentally 



mischaracterize this sentence by referring to it as a standard range term 

followed by lifetime community custody. In fact, the defendant has no 

right or even expectation he will ever be paroled. 

When Broderick Young pled guilty, the plea fonn and the 

court's oral explanation of sentence merely said he faced a standard 

range term followed by conununity custody for life. The court never 

said the parole board would have to agree for any community custody 

to occur and release could be revoked at any time, requiring a return to 

life in prison. 

When a person pleads guilty to a qualifying offense, is the court 

required to inform him that he faces a life sentence with the possibility 

of parole? Does substantial public interest favor review when the 

sentencing judge found no case law explaining its obligations to explain 

an indeterminate life sentence? 

3. A guilty plea is involuntaiy if premised on the inaccurate 

advice or deficient representation of counsel. At a minimum, an 

attorney must explain the nature of the charges, potential defenses, and 

the risk or benefits of pleading guilty, including specific sentencing 

consequences. Mr. Young did not understand the nature of the sentence 

he faced and his attorney admitted he did not investigate the case. Does 
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an attorney's failure to comply with basic requirements of 

representation undermine a guilty plea? 

D. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

In July 2411, Broderick Young was having a"mental 

breakdown." CP 157. He had not been taking his antipsychotic 

medications "for a while." RP 96.1  He walked "for miles and miles" 

without eating and barely sleeping. Id. He heard voices and had 

hallucinations. RP 96-97. 

He was arrested after he entered a stranger's home while naked, 

having lunged toward her. CP 94-95. She grabbed him, pushed him into 

a cabinet, and he ran outside. Id. She locked the door behind hiin and 

called the police. Id. He was charged with attempted first degree rape 

and first degree burglary. CP 310-11. 

Police took him to the Skagit County jail, where guards reported 

he acted bizarrely, speaking incoherently and keeping his cell full of 

feces and urine. CP 93-94. He suffered from hallucinations, delusions, 

and paranoia. Id. His attorney reported the jail's concerns to the court, 

1 "RP" refers to the single volume of proceedings that ulcludes the 
hearing on the motion to withdraw the guilty plea on November 13, 2015, as well 
as other related proceedings, held on Apri18, August 19, October 28, and 
November 25, 2015. 



and he was sent to Westei-n State Hospital on two separate occasions for 

competency evaluations. Id.; 7/28/11RP 2. 

Mr. Young had an "extensive history" of inental illness and was 

diagnosed with bipolar disorder and potentially schizoaffective 

disorder. CP 147. During a inanic phase, he is "disheveled, has non-

stop incoherent/illogical pressured speech" and "continuously chants" 

or sings. Id. He will sleep very little "or not at all." Id. He becomes 

delusional. Id. 

His mother "suffers from chronic schizophrenia and has been 

institutionalized for much of her life." CP 157. Mr. Young has also 

been civilly committed, including two three-month psychiatric 

admissions in Oregon in 2007 and 2010, and other shorter-term 

hospitalizations. CP 93, 201, 203-04. 

In May 2012, after he was medicated and found competent, he 

pled guilty as charged to attempted rape in the first degree and burglary 

in the first degree. CP 303-07. The court imposed the prosecution's 

recommended sentence, including a minimum term of 110.25 months 

with a maximum life sentence. CP 108, 119-20. This sentence 

constituted the high end of the standard range. CP 108. 
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He later moved to withdraw his guilty plea because he had not 

understood the plea he entered, particularly the life sentence that the 

court imposed. CP 91-102, 169. He complained that neither his attorney 

nor the court explained the nature of the indeterminate life sentence in a 

way that he understood. CP 98, 168-69. He said his "mental 

incapacitation" and "inability to understand the consequences of 

pleading guilty" required allowing him to withdraw his plea. CP 169. 

The court granted a fact-finding hearing and appointed a new 

lawyer. RP 9. It agreed that the plea colloquy did not discuss the 

indeternlinate life sentence, which bothered the judge, but she found no 

authority requiring this information before accepting a guilty plea. RP 

125. Mr. Young's original defense attorney did not recall their 

conversations and relied on his usual practice and emails with the 

prosecution to surmise that they had discussed plea offers. RP 41, 42, 

53, 75. He had no independent recollection of their specific 

conversations or of treating Mr. Young any differently than any other 

client, notwithstanding his active mental illness. RP 53, 71-72. Defense 

counsel admitted he had not conducted any factual investigation and 

only looked into a defense of inental incapacity by requesting a 

psychological evaluation. RP 46. He would have investigated the 



factual allegations or other legal strategies only if a trial occurred. Id. 

He told Mr. Young that he risked an exceptional sentence above the 

standard range and advised him to plead guilty to the charge to avoid an 

exceptional sentence. RP 42, 44. He did not explain that there was little 

risk of an exceptional sentence because the potential aggravating 

factors were already accounted for in the standard range. RP 44. 

Mr. Young did not understand that he was sentenced to lifetiine 

incarceration, with the possibility of parole, until he arrived at the 

Department of Corrections and was informed that he early release date 

was "life." RP 84-85. The court denied his motion to withdraw the 

guilty plea. CP 342; RP 122-26. The Court of Appeals affirmed. 

E. ARGUMENT 

1. The court admitted it did not insure Mr. Young 
understood the consequences of his guilty plea but did 
not believe case law existed about its obligation to do so, 
demonstrating the need for review. 

A defendant enters a valid plea only by making a knowing, 

voluntary, and intelligent decision based on an understanding of the 

charge and the plea's consequences. CrR 4.2(d); State v. McDermond, 

112 Wn.App. 239, 243-44, 47 P.3d 600 (2002). A defendant muat be 

informed of the direct sentencing consequences of the guilty plea. State 
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v. WeyYich, 163 Wn.2d 554, 557, 182 P.3d 965 (2008). The length of a 

sentence is a direct consequence of a guilty plea. Mendoza, 157 Wn.2d 

at 590; see also State v. Moon, 108 Wn.App. 59, 63, 29 P.3d 734 

(2001). When a plea is based on misinformation, it is not knowingly, 

intelligently, and voluntarily entered. Moon, 108 Wn.App. at 63. 

The trial court conducted a lengthy investigation into Mr. 

Young's CrR 7.8 challenge to his guilty plea. Because the court's 

decision rests on a misapprehension of the law, the court necessarily 

abused its discretion. State v. Rafay, 167 Wn.2d 644, 655, 222 P.3d 86 

(2009). 

At the motion to withdraw the guilty plea, Judge Susan Cook 

reviewed the plea colloquy she previously conducted and conceded she 

did not discuss with Mr. Young the mandatory lifetime sentence being 

imposed. RP 125. This lapse "bothered" the judge. Id. But she found no 

legal authority requiring a judge to explain the meaning of an 

indetei-minate life sentence or explain that the sentence imposed would 

be lifetime incarceration with the possibility of parole. Id. The judge 

agreed it "would be important for someone to know" the consequences 

of an indeterminate life sentence when pleading guilty. Id. 
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Rather than mention the lifetime incarceration Mr. Young faced, 

the judge told Mr. Young that the prosecutor "would recommend 110 

and a quarter months in prison, community custody for 1ife," and other 

non-incarceration obligations. CP 306. The guilty plea statement 

contained the identical representation. CP 108. During the plea 

colloquy, there was no further discussion of the length of incarceration 

Mr. Young faced as a result of his plea or the mechanism for obtaining 

community custody. CP 303-07. 

The judge did not explain the indeterminate nature of the 

sentence. M. The judge did not explain that the sentence authorized 

lifetime incarceration without any community custody. Id. The judge 

did not explain that there was no guarantee he would ever be released to 

serve community custody or that his sentence was the equivalent of a 

life term. Id. 

The possibility of serving a life sentence was not an illusory or 

hypothetical consequence for Mr. Young. When imposing a sentence of 

life with the possibility of parole, this Court accords a life sentence "its 

literal meaning." State v. Fain, 94 Wn.2d 387, 394, 617 P.2d 720 

(1980). It is "clear" that "parole is simply an act of executive grace." Id. 

There is no right to it and no judicial review of its denial. M. The parole 
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board's discretion is "virtually unfettered." Id. Because a person's 

"chances for executive grace are not legally enforceable," this Court 

presumes a life sentence will be served as imposed. Id. at 395. 

Similarly to Fain, Mr. Young's release to community custody 

would only occur at the unfettered discretion of the parole board. He 

has no right to counsel for a parole hearing or legal recourse if his 

release is denied. The Departinent of Corrections treats his sentence as 

"life." 

Mr. Young did not understand the actual implication of his 

sentence until he arrived at state prison and saw that DOC classified his 

early release date as "life." RP 84. 

The written statement on plea of guilty did not cure the court's 

inadequate colloquy. It characterized the standard range as the "actual 

confinement" Mr. Young faced, set forth as "83.25 to 110.25 months." 

CP 105. It also stated the "maximum term" was life, but it did so in a 

standard form that signaled only the standard range portion constituted 

the time of incarceration requiring "actual confinement." Id. 
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b. 	(n Conaldoring the Consequencez; of my Gullty Piea, ! Underatand That 

(a) 	Each crime with whieh I am ciiarged carrics a rimaximum scntenee, a tEne, and a 
Standerd Sentence Range a9 follows: 

COUNT 
NO. 

OFPE'NDER 
SCORE 

STANDARD Ri1NOE 
AGTUALCONFINBMbTIP 
{na Includlns enhenamenu) 

PLUS 
tinhmcamcr.v 

CDMMUNITY CUSfODY MAXIMUM TERN AND 
FTNE 

1 : 83.25 to 110.25 months Lifo Life & S30,000 

2 2 26 to 34 months 18 months Life.& S50,000 

3 

CP 105. Buried in anotlier part of the guilty plea statement, a densely 

written paragraph says in part, 

(i) Sentencing under RCW 9.94A.507: if this offense is 
any of the offenses listed in subsections (aa) or (bb), 
below, the judge will impose a maximum term of 
confinenient consisting of the statutoiy maximum 
sentence of the offense and a minimum term of 
confinement either within the standard range or outside 
the standard range if an exceptional sentence is 
appropriate. The minimum term of confinement that is 
imposed may be increased by the Indeterminate Sentence 
Review Board if the Board detei-mines by a 
preponderance of the evidence that it is more likely than 
not that I will commit sex offenses if released from 
custody. In addition to the period of confinement, I will 
be sentenced to coirununity custody for any period of 
time I am released from total confinement before the 
expiration of the maximum sentence. During the period 
of community custody I will be under the supervision of 
the Department of Corrections and I will have 
restrictions and requirements placed upon me, which may 
include electronic home monitoring, and I may be 
required to participate in rehabilitative programs. 

CP 106.  
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This abstruse explanation does not rectify the misimpression left 

by the court's in-coui-t colloquy that made no mention of the lifetime 

sentence being imposed with the possibility of release at the discretion 

of the parole board. Mr. Young did not expressly initial this paragraph 

to show he paid particular attention to it, as he did to a few other 

paragraphs. CP 109, 110, 111. The court never told Mr. Young his 

sentence authorized lifetime incarceration for count one, even though 

the judge cautioned him about the three-strikes law if convicted of 

additional strike offenses in the future. 5CP 109, 306. 

Instead of explaining the sentence's terms, the judge told Mr. 

Young that he faced "coinmunity custody for life" after serving a 

standard range sentence. CP 306. Similarly, the written guilty plea 

statement made it appear that the "actual confinement" was limited to 

the standard range and the rest would be community custody. CP 105 

(chart), 108. At the time Mr. Young pled guilty, he was not adequately 

advised that the direct sentencing consequence of his plea was to 

authorize his lifetime incarceration, and this deficiency undermines the 

voluntariness of his plea. Mendoza, 157 Wn.2d at 590-91. 

This Court should grant review because the standard plea form 

misrepresents the terms of an indeterminate life sentence. A lay person 
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reading this form would believe he faced a standard range and lifetime 

community custody, not an indeterminate life sentence. An 

indeterminate life sentence is substantially different from the sentence's 

description in the plea forni. The trial court was confused about its 

obligations when entering a plea for an indeterminate life sentence. 

Review is necessaiy as a matter of substantial public interest and 

because the existing practice does not meet the due process requirement 

for a knowing, intelligent, and voluntary plea. 

2. Defense counsel's substantial lapses when 
representing a mentally ill defendant resulted in 
an involuntary plea. 

A defendant is entitled to effective assistance of counsel in the 

process ofplea negotiation. Missouri v. Frye, 566 U.S. 133, 140-41, 

132 S.Ct. 1399, 182 L.Ed.2d 379 (2012); U.S. Const. amend. 6; Const. 

art. I, § 22. At the plea bargaining stage, "defendants cannot be 

presumed to make critical decisions without counsel's advice." Lafler v. 

Cooper, 566 U.S. 156, 165, 132 S.Ct. 1376, 182 L.Ed.2d 398 (2012). A 

client's intent to plead guilty does not excuse a lawyer from adequately 

investigating the case or pursuing available avenues of relief. State v. 

A.N.J., 168 Wn.2d 91, 113, 116, 118, 225 P.3d 956 (2010). "Anything 

less" than effective representation during plea bargaining "might deny a 
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defendant `effective representation by counsel at the only stage when 

legal aid and advice would help him. "' Frye, 132 S. Ct. at 1407-08 

(quoting inter alia Spano v. New York, 360 U.S. 315, 326, 79 S.Ct. 

1202, 3 L.Ed.2d 1265 (1959) (Douglas, J., concurring)). 

At the tiine of the incident and while held in jail after his arrest, 

Mr. Young suffered frorn substantial psychotic problems, known to 

counsel, the State, and the court. RP 50, 69; CP 202. When arrested, he 

had been roaming the streets for days without eating or sleeping, and 

while shedding his clothes. CP 199, 202; RP 96. He was naked during 

the incident, seeing visions and hearing voices. RP 96-97. 

When in jail, his unstable, dangerous behavior significantly 

alarmed jail staff, leading to two separate requests for competency 

evaluations. CP 93-94.; RP 69. He had a history of inental health 

problems, including several long tenn civil commitments due to mental 

illness. CP 93, 157, 201-04. His mother has "chronic schizophrenia." 

CP 157. 

Yet defense counsel did not deviate from the routine legal 

advice he would give to any client. See RP 40, 42, 52. He did not take 

any special time or modify his explanations of the law for Mr. Young to 

be sure he was effectively communicating his legal predicament. RP 
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52-54. His attorney barely visited him and barely spent any time 

explaining the sentencing consequences. RP 92. 

Defendants need enougli information to make an informed 

decision and must be able to understand that information. See Lafl'er, 

132 S. Ct. at 1385. Even though defense counsel told Mr. Young he 

faced an indeterniinate sentence, and he might not be released when he 

first asked, Mr. Young did not understand the nature of the sentence. 

RP 40, 44, 87. He did not view his sentence as a life term because his 

Iawyer told him he would be released. Id. He was surprised that DOC 

treated him as having a life sentence. RP 83. 

Defense counsel knew Mr. Young did not understand the 

sentence he faced. When evaluated for competency shortly before 

pleading guilty, Mr. Young told the evaluator that he did not understand 

the sentence and his attorney "didn't explain it too well." RP 70; CP 

222. But defense counsel recalled no special conversations or in-depth 

discussions afterward to be sure Mr. Young understood the sentence he 

faced. RP 52. 

Mr. Young later explained that at the time of the incident, and 

while in jail, he suffered from hallucinations and incoherence. RP 96-

97. He did not have the "intelligence" to understand that his guilty plea 

14 



meant he would not be released. RP 102. Defense counsel did not 

comply with his obligation to meaningfully assist Mr. Young by 

presenting his legal advice in an understandable manner and verifying 

Mr. Young's actual comprehension of the sentence he faced. 

In addition, the "failure to investigate" may constitute 

ineffective assistance of counsel. A.N.J., 168 Wn.2d at 110. Effective 

assistance of counsel includes assisting the defendant in making an 

informed decision as to whether to plead guilty or to proceed to trial." 

Id. at 111. "[A]t the veiy least," an attorney cannot legitimately assist a 

client in making an informed decision about wliether to plead guilty by 

merely accepting the State's version of events as true. Id. at 111-12. 

Defense counsel admitted he had not investigated the case. RP 

44, 46. He only inquired into whether Mr. Young was insane or lacked 

capacity at the time of the offense, not any other mental defense despite 

clearly acute mental illness at the time of the incident. RP 48-50. 

He believed no factual investigation, such as interviewing any 

witnesses, was necessaiy unless Mr. Young had a trial, not for purposes 

of evaluating a plea. RP 44; CP 5. He also did not investigate Mr. 

Young's personal circumstances at the time of the offense that might 

corroborate a possible mental health defense, such as ascertaining 
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whether he was obtaining his medications or had been observed acting 

strangely to people who knew him. RP 44, 46, 62. 

This practice is backwards. The attorney's duty to investigate 

ai-ises at the outset, because it is necessaiy to inform the subsequent 

decisions about whether a guilty plea or trial is well-advised. A.N.J., 

168 Wn.2d at 110-12. Defense counsel plan of investigation only if 

there is no plea bargain is rejected misunderstands the role of the 

attorney and deprives the client of the opportunity to receive informed 

advice from counsel about the strength of the prosecution's case and the 

risks of trial. Id. at 111-12. 

Defense counsel's substantial lapses undermine the plea. 

Furthermore, substantial public interest favors review when this type of 

practice is likely to commonly recur and without guidance from this 

Court, attorneys will continue to provide ineffective assistance even 

though guilty pleas are the inost typical resolution of most felony 

charges. Review should be granted. 
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F. CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing, Petitioner Broderick Young respectfully 

requests that review be granted pursuant to RAP 13.4(b). 

DATED this 27t11  day of June 2017. 

Respectfully submitted, 

NANCY P. COLLINS (WSBA 28806) 
Washington Appellate Proj ect (91052) 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
(206) 587-2711 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
DIVISION ONE 

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 	 No. 74344-9-1 

Respondent, 

V. UNPUBLISHED OPINION 

BRODERICK RAY YOUNG, 

Appellant. 	FILED: June 5, 2017 

SCHINDLER, J. — Broderick Ray Young appeals denial of the motion to withdraw 

his guifty plea. Because the record supports the determination that defense counsel 

provided effective assistance of counsel and Young knowingly, intelligently, and 

voluntarily entered the plea of guilty, we affirm. 

FACTS 

On July 19, 2011, Broderick Ray Young attacked 63-year-old D.H. in the kitchen 

of her home. Young was naked and attempted to pull D.H.'s pants down. Young told 

D.H., "'You'II iike this.' " D.H. fought back and pushed him into a cabinet. Young ran 

out the back door. D.H. called 911. Police arrested Young a short distance from the 

house. 



No. 74344-9-1/2 

The State charged Young with attempted rape in the first degree in violation of 

RCW 9A.44.040 and RCW 9A.28.020, count I; and burglary in the first degree in 

violation of RCW 9A.52.020, count Il. 

On July 28, 2011, the court ordered Young committed to Western State Hospital 

(WSH) for a competency evaluation. The September 19, 2011 WSH forensic 

psychological report concluded Young "appeared to be psychiatrically stable," 

"demonstrated an accurate understanding of the charges against him," and understood 

the legal consequences of pleading guilty. 

Mr. Young appeared to be psychiatrically stable, with no evidence of 
psychosis, mood instability, or cognitive impairment. He demonstrated an 
accurate understanding of the charges against him and the possibility that 
he potentially faces a prison sentence if convicted. He demonstrated an 
accurate understanding of the roles of the major courtroom participants as 
well as the meaning and possible legal outcomes of his basic plea options. 
He was cooperative, pleasant, and able to remain focused during the 
interview. He demonstrated the capacity to provide relevant answers to 
stand competency interview questions as well as the capacity to learn new 
legally relevant information. 

The court found Young competent to stand trial. 

On March 2, 2012, the court ordered Young committed to WSH for another 

competency evaluation. The April 13, 2012 WSH forensic psychological report states 

Young is competent and has a"good understanding of court proceedings"—"Mr. Young 

has the capacity to understand the nature of the proceedings against him, and has the 

capacity to assist in his own defense." On April 26, the court found Young competent to 

stand trial, 

On May 24, Young pleaded guilty as charged. The "Statement of Defendant on 

Plea of Guilty to Sex Offense" states the maximum term for the charge of attempted 

m 



No. 74344-9-1/3  

rape in the first degree and burglary in the first degree is "[I]ife" and the "judge will 

impose a maximum term of confinement consisting of the statutory maximum sentence." 

In the Statement of Defendant on Plea of Guilty to Sex Offense, Young describes 

in his "own words" why he is guilty of the charged crimes. 

The judge has asked me to state what I did in my own words that makes 
me guilty of this crime. 

This is my statement: Count I: Attempted rape first degree: On or 
about July 19, 2011, in Skagit County, WA, with intent to commit 
rape in the first degree, the elements of which are: to engage in 
sexual intercourse by forcible compulsion with D.H. after feloniously 
entering into the building where D.H. was situated, I did an act 
which was a substantial step towards the commission of that crime. 

Count II: First-degree burglary: On or about July 19, 2011, in 
Skagit County, WA, with intent to commit a crime against a person 
or property therein, I entered and remained unlawfully in the 
building of D.H., and while in the building I intentionally assaulted 
D.H. by means of attempting to forcibly engage in sexual 
intercourse with her. 

Young also states that"[m]y lawyer has explained to me, and we have fully discussed" 

the plea agreement. 

My lawyer has explained to me, and we have fully discussed, all of the 
above paragraphs and the "Offender Registration" Attachment. I 
understand them all. I have been given a copy of this "Statement of 
Defendant on Plea of Guilty." I have no further questions to ask the judge. 

During the hearing on the plea, Young told the court he understood that he was 

charged with attempted rape in the first degree and burglary in the first degree and that 

he was pleading guilty to those charges. Young told the court he discussed the plea 

agreement with his attorney, incEuding "the maximum penalty and the standard range." 

Young said he did not have any questions about the plea agreement. 

Q. 	Mr. Young, do you understand that you are charged with Attempted 
Rape in the First Degree and Burglary in the First Degree? 
A. 	Yes. 

K3 



No. 74344-9-114 

Q. 	And you're planning to plead guilty to those two charges this 
afternoon? 
A. 	Yes. 
Q. 	I have your guilty plea statement here in front of ine. Have you 
gone over this document compfetely? 
A. 	Yes. 
Q. 	Do you have any questions about any part of it? 
A. 	No. 
Q. 	You've had a chance to discuss it with [defense counsel]? 
A. 	Yes. 

Q. 	This statement goes over the maximum penalty and the standard 
range. Have you reviewed that? 
A. 	Yes. 

The court found Young knowingly and voluntarily entered into the Statement of 

Defendant on Plea of Guilty to Sex Offense and was guilty as charged. 

I find Mr. Young's guilty pfeas to be knowing and voiuntary, and based on 
the facts in the guilty plea statement, those facts support'sng the charges, 
find Mr. Young guilty as charged in Count 1 and Count 2. 

At the sentencing hearing on August 1, the court sentenced Young to the 

"minimum term" of 110.25 months to the "maximum term" of life on count I and 34 

months on count II, concurrent with count I. 

The judgment and sentence states the standard range sentence for attempted 

rape in the first degree is 83.25 to 110.25 months and the "[m]aximum [t]erm" is "[I]ife," 

and the standard range sentence for burglary in the first degree is 26 to 34 months and 

the "[m]aximum [t]erm" is "[I]ife." 

Young appealed the judgment and sentence. Young argued the court improperly 

irnposed the burglary antimerger statute and challenged community custody conditions. 

State v. Young,  184 Wn. App. 1033, 2014 WL 6436580, at *1 (2014). The State 

conceded the court improperly imposed some of the comrnunity custody conditions. 

Young,  2014 WL 6436580, at *2. We accepted the State's concession and remanded 
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No. 74344-9-1/5 

to strike the community custody conditions but affirmed in all other respects.  Young,  

2014 WL 6436580, at *2, *3, 

On February 11, 2015, Young filed a pro se motion to withdraw his guifty plea. 

Young states his attorney provided ineffective assistance of counsel. Young claimed 

his attorney "did not expfain at the time until I signed the plea agreement that it was a[n] 

indeterminate sentence." Young also claimed "mental incapacitation." The court 

appointed an attorney to represent Young. 

The attorney filed a motion to vacate the guilty plea and the judgment and 

sentence arguing Young did not understand that by pleading guilty, he would receive an 

indeterminate life sentence. Young argued his former attorney failed to advise him of 

the "true risks of indeterminate sentencing" and the court did not specifically address the 

indeterminate sentence during the colloquy. 

Young and his former attorney testified at the hearing on the motion to withdraw 

the guilty plea. Young testified his former attorney did not discuss the indeterminate 

sentence with him. The former attorney testified that he discussed the indeterminate 

sentence with Young. The court admitted into evidence a number of documents, 

including e-mails and notes of discussions between the attorney and Young. 

At the conclusion of the hearing, the court denied the motion to vacate the guilty 

plea. The court found the former attorney advised Young "of the risks of an 

indeterminate sentence" and the attorney's representation of Young did not fall below 

the "objective standard of reasonableness ... with respect to an indeterminate 

sentence." Because the Statement of Defendant on Plea of Guilty cleariy informed 

Young of the indeterminate s®ntence and Young told the court he reviewed the plea 
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agreement with his attorney and had no questions, the court rejected the argument that 

the colloquy was inadequate. The court found Young was aware that by pleading guilty, 

he would receive an indeterminate sentence. 

Based on what [defense counsel] has testified here and based on 
his notes, 1'm quite satisfied that Mr. Young was aware of those 
consequences when entering his plea. And based on the language in the 
guilty plea itself I'm quite confident that Mr. Young is aware. [Defense 
counsel] testified that he went over that guilty plea, and that he read it to 
Mr. Young, and that he spent 20 minutes with him going over that plea 
before they appeared in court together and entered a plea, and that he 
didn't raise any issues with Mr. Young's competence or Mr. Young's 
failure to understand with the court at the time, and he would have done 
so had he had any of those concerns. So I just can't conclude that Mr. 
Young didn't know what he was doing and that he wasn't fully informed 
when he entered this guilty plea. So for those reasons the motion is 
denied. 

Young appeals the order denying the motion to withdraw his guilty plea. 

ANALYSIS 

Young contends the court erred in denying his motion to withdraw the guilty pfea 

because his attorney provided ineffective assistance of counsel and he did not 

knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily plead guilty. 

Due process requires that a plea is knowing, voluntary, and intelligent. State v. 

Mendoza, 157 Wn.2d 582, 587, 141 P.3d 49 (2006). The court shall allow withdrawal of 

a plea only "to correct a manifest injustice." CrR 4.2(f). The due process standard is 

reflected in CrR 4.2(d). CrR 4.2(d) states a court "shall not accept a plea of guilty, 

without first determining that it is made voluntarily, competently and with an 

understanding of the nature of the charge and the consequences of the plea." CrR 

7.8(b) allows for relief from judgment for "[m]istakes, inadvertence, surprise, excusable 
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neglect or irregularity in obtaining a judgment or order" and "[a]ny other reason justifying 

relief." 

We review a denial of a motion to withdraw a guilty plea for abuse of discretion. 

State v. Zhao,  157 Wn.2d 188, 197, 137 P.3d 835 (2006). A court abuses its discretion 

when its decision is manifestly unreasonable or based on untenable grounds or 

reasons.  State v. Dobbs,  180 Wn.2d 1, 10, 320 P.3d 705 (2014). Denial of effective 

assistance of counsel may amount to manifest injustice.  Mendoza,  157 Wn.2d at 587. 

A defendant may challenge the voluntariness of his guilty plea when he was 

misinformed about sentencing consequences, resulting in a more onerous sentence. 

Mendoza,  157 Wn.2d at 587. 

Young contends his attorney did not meaningfully explain the indeterminate 

sentence. The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution guarantees a 

criminal defendant the right to effective assistance of counsel.  Strickland v. 

UVashington,  466 U.S. 668, 684-85, 104 S. Ct. 2052, 80 L. Ed. 2d 674 (1984). To 

demonstrate ineffective assistance of counsel, a defendant must show (1) counsel's 

representation was deficient, that it fell below an objective standard of reasonableness; 

and (2) prejudice.  State v. McFarland,  127 Wn.2d 322, 334-35, 899 P.2d 1251 (1995); 

see  also State v. Sandoval,  171 Wn.2d 163, 169, 249 P.3d 1015 (2011). If either prong 

of the test is not satisfied, our inquiry ends.  State v. Hendrickson,  129 Wn.2d 61, 78, 

917 P.2d 563 (1996). 

The record supports the court's determination that defense counsel's 

representation did not fall below the objective standard of reasonableness. The court 

found the attorney explained that once Young "had served the minimum that was 
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imposed by the judge[,J ... the Indeterminate Sentence Review Board would review it 

again every five years and evaluate whether he could be released." 

Defense counsel testified that his standard practice is to explain to his clients the 

potential for an indeterminate sentence. 

Q. 	...[D]o you have a specific recollection of how you describe an 
indeterminate sentence, the possibility with Mr. Young? 

A. 	I don't have a recollection of the specific conversations, no. 
Q. 	Do you have a standard practice of how you go about advising that 

potential to clients? 
A. 	Yes. 
Q. 	And what do you typically do? 
A. 	Typically the first time I meet with a client who is charged with an 

offense that carries an indeterminate sentencing I will advise them 
that if convicted then they are facing an indeterminate sentencing. 
In this case it would be a Class A Felony. I would advise the client 
that they may face a situation where they will never be released; 
that the way it works is that the Court will set the minimum 
sentence, which they must serve. Then once they serve the 
minimum sentence then an indeterminate sentencing review board 
will make a determination whether they should continue to be 
detained or not. And the process is that the board must decide 
whether they believe more likely than not if the defendant will 
commit a future sex offense if released. If they think more likely 
than not then they will do so, then they will be detained. And if they 
are sentenced it can be extended by up to three years at a time. 
And if there's an extension of the sentence then further at a Iater 
date at the end of an extended sentence it would again be reviewed 
with the same standards and then continue to be reviewed until 
such point which at that point the person is either released or they 
die. 

Q. 	So do you believe you had that same explanation with Mr. Young? 
A. 	I think I would have. 

Defense counsel testified that he told Young he was facing an indeterminate 

sentence. 

Q. 	... Is it true that you never explained to Mr. Young the likelihood if 
he would spend the rest of his life in prison with an indeterminate 
sentence? 

A. 	If I understand your question you are asking me if I told him how 
likely I thought it would be that he would actually serve a life 
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sentence? 
Q. 	Yes. 
A. 	I think that would be true. I did not tell him how likely it would be, 

more along the lines of telling him that he was facing an 
indeterminate sentence. 

The record also shows Young understood that he was facing an indeterminate 

sentence. On October 25, 2011, defense counsel noted that Young "[w]ants to take 

indeterminate sentence away." The April 13, 2012 WSH forensic psychological report 

stated, "When asked how long he could be sentenced if found guilty, [Young] replied, 

'lndefinite length or life.' " 

Further, in the May 9, 2012 e-mail from defense counsel to the prosecutor about 

the possibility of a plea agreement, defense counsel states, "Mr. Young very much 

wants a determinate sentence and is willing to serve additional time to get a 

determinate sentence." In the e-mail response, the prosecutor states: 

1 have spent a considerable amount of time trying to figure out a good 
offer that would not involve a class A indeterminate sentence for your 
client and, frankly, I just can't. I have considered all the permutations of 
the burglaries, assaults, sex crimes, sexual motivation enhancements, and 
even kidnapping, but none result in an appropriate resolution that a) would 
result in his imprisonment for at least the ten years that is the current top 
of his range with his current charges, b) his being a registered sex 
offender, and c) are charges appropriate to the situation. 

Defense counsel told the prosecutor that Young should be able to avoid the 

indeterminate sentence but agreed to discuss the offer with Young. 

I feel [Young] should "get around" the indeterminate life sentence because 
he is less culpable than others who commit sex offenses, and because he 
should not be treated the same as someone who completed the offense. 
... However, if this is the best offer you are inclined to make (with victim 
input), I'II communicate it to Mr. Young. I don't know that I'Il be able to do 
so today. 
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Young also contends defense counsel provided ineffective assistance of counsel 

by falling to take into account his "mental illness." The record does not support the 

assertion that Young was suffering from mental illness when he entered into the plea 

agreement. The April 13, 2012 WSH forensic report found Young was competent to 

stand trial and demonstrated a"good understanding" of the court proceedings. 

Mr. Young demonstrated a good understanding of court proceedings. His 
thought process regarding the legal system was rational and goal- 
directed. He did not evidence any bizarre or delusional beliefs regarding 
the court procedures or personnel. Mr. Young did not appear to have any 
difficulty attending to the questions asked and he was able to 
communicate effectively with the examiner. Therefore, based on his 
current presentation, it is my opinion that Mr. Young has the capacity to 
understand the nature of the proceedings against him, and has the 
capacity to assist in his own defense. 

Young also contends his defense counsel he did not expiain the State's threat to 

seek an exceptional sentence was "illusory." The record does not support his 

argument. 

Defense counsel testified that he advised Young about the State's threat to seek 

an exceptional sentence and that it was "reafistic." 

Q. 	And part of that threat — did you advise him that was a realistic 
threat? 

A. 	I think what I would have advised him — I don't have a specific 
recollection of our conversations. But what I believe I would have 
advised him of is what the threat was, the legal basis for the threat 
was and the actual basis for the threat was what the consequences 
could be if a jury found aggravating circumstances. 

Consistent with the e-mails from the prosecutor, defense counsek testified that he 

advised Young the State would likely prevail in seeking an exceptional sentence for a 

sexual motivation enhancement. 

Q. 	Did you believe that to be a viable threat based on the facts of the 
case? 
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A. 	I believed that the prosecutor likely would have, in fact, sought the 
exceptional sentence that she had threatened to do, so if that's the 
question. 

Q. 	My question is did you think the State would be successful in 
continuing (indistinguishable)? 

A. 	Well, with regard to the sexual motivation enhancement or on the 
burglary I think that's something that likely could have been 
successful. ... I'm not recalling right off the top of my head, I think 
it would be sexual motivation and an enhancement on the 
Burg[lary] 1. And I believe that that's sornething the State likely 
could have prevailed upon. 

The record supports the court's finding that the State's threat of an exceptional 

sentence "actually happened," that it was not "an empty threat," and it would have 

raised the mandatory minimum sentence. The court ruled, in pertinent part: 

With respect to the threat for the exceptional sentence upward by the 
State there is no doubt based on the records that that actually happened. 
[The prosecutor] sent an email from her office to [defense counsel] saying 
that if Mr. Young did not plead guilty as charged she was going to file [an] 
information charging aggravating factors that she would use as a basis for 
a request for an exceptional sentence upward. Now, for some reason I 
don't understand, Mr. Young takes the position that [defense counsel] 
should have told him that that was an empty threat. I can't imagine that 
the objective standard of reasonable conduct for a defense attorney would 
be to tell the client that that threat by the prosecutor was an empty threat. 
Because in this particular case I'm quite sure it wasn't an empty threat. 
1'm sure [the prosecutor] would have followed through with following those 
aggravating factors if she would have submitted thern to the jury. And had 
the jury found them the judge would have had a basis to impose an 
exceptional sentence upward. Had that happened Mr. Young wouldn't 
have been eligible for an Indeterminate Sentence Review Board hearing 
for even longer than he currently is. His consequences would have been 
more dire than they are at this point in time. So there certainly was reason 
for [defense counsel] to explore that with Mr. Young and explain what the 
dangers were, to tell him that the exceptional sentence would be 
requested by the State and that he could be looking at more time before 
he got to the Indeterminate Sentence Review Board. 

11 
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Young also claims the failure to interview the victim was ineffective. The record 

supports the court's finding that defense counsel was not ineffective in deciding not to 

interview the victim. The court's oral findings state, in pertinent part: 

With respect to [former defense counsel's] failure to interview the 
witness, obviously interviewing witnesses is an important part of defending 
in a criminal case. But in order to rise to the level of ineffective assistance 
I have to have something that tells me that the outcome would have been 
different had he done so. In this case I would have expected to see an 
interview done by [defense counsel] of the victim here saying: Well, if 
[former defense counsel] had come talk to me here's what I would have 
said, and this would have pulled the rug out from the prosecution. I don't 
have that. Quite frankly I don't think I have it. It probably doesn't exist 
and it wouldn't have helped. 

This is a victim whose statement was very strong when she 
reported this. And her description of the events to the officers was pretty 
strong. And I can't imagine that she was going to back off if anything had 
they interviewed her. 

In sum, the record supports the court's conclusion that the representation of 

defense counsel did not fall below an objective standard. 

Young contends the language of the plea indicates his "actual confinement" is 

limited to the standard range. But the court found the plea accurately informed Young 

that he would receive an indeterminate sentence if he pleaded guilty. The court's oral 

findings state, in pertinent part: 

[I]n the guilty plea statement itself, which was reviewed at the time of the 
entry of the guilty plea there is a paragraph on page 3 that talks about the 
indeterminate sentence. And it describes what happens from these kinds 
of offenses. The judge will impose a maximum term of confinement 
consisting of the statutory maximum sentence of the offense and a 
minimum term of confinement. The minimum term of confinement that is 
imposed may be increased by the Indeterminate Sentence Review Board 
if the board determines by a preponderance of the evidence that it is more 
likely than not that I will commit sex offenses if released from custody. 

The language in that guilty plea statement may not be as plane [sic] 
as you might like, but the fact of the matter is that it's in there. 

12 
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The language of the Statement of Defendant on Plea of Guilty supports the 

court's finding. It states the judge will impose the "statutory maximum sentence." The 

Statement of Defendant on Plea of Guilty states, in pertinent part: 

Sentencing under RCW 9.94A.507: If this offense is any of the offenses 
listed ... below, the judge will impose a maximum term of confinement 
consisting of the statutory maximum sentence of the offense.and a 
minimum term of confinement either within the standard range for the 
offense or outside the standard range if an exceptional sentence is 
appropriate. The minimum term of confinement that is imposed may be 
increased by the Indeterminate Sentence Review Board if the Board 
determines by a preponderance of the evidence that it is more likely than 
not that I will commit sex offenses if released from custody. 

The Statement of Defendant on Plea of Guilty also states the "maximum term" and fine 

for attempted rape in the first degree and burglary in the first degree as "[I]ife & 

$50,000." 

Young contends his guilty plea was not knowing, intelligent, or voluntary because 

the court did not explicitly address the indeterminate sentence during the colloquy. The 

court considered and rejected this argument. The court found Young knowingly, 

intelligently, and voluntarily pleaded guilty. 

[W]ith respect to the colloquy at the time of the plea[,] ... I asked Mr. 
Young if he's gone over the guilty plea completely, if he has any questions 
about any part of it, if he's had a chance to discuss it with his attorney. 
And in response to all three of those questions Mr. Young said yes.['] 

... The guilty plea statement does contain the language. 

The record shows the court did not misinform Young of the consequences of 

p[eading guilty and he knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily entered the plea. As the 

court notes, the Statement of Defendant on Plea of Guilty states the maximum term for 

' During the plea colloquy when the judge asked Young, "Do you have any questions about any 
part of [the plea agreement]," Young replied, "No." 
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the charged crimes is "[I]ife." And during the hearing, the court confirmed that Young 

reviewed the Statement of Defendant on Plea of Guilty, discussed it with counsel, and 

did not have any questions. 

We affirm denial of the motion to withdraw the guilty plea, and affirm. 

WE CONCUR: 

r 
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